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Abstract

Much research is carried out into the release of fission products

from U0~ fuel and from failed pins. A significant application of this data

is to define models of release which can be used to interpret measured

coolant activities of rare gas isotopes. Such interpretation is necessary

to extract operationally relevant parameters, such as the number and size

of failures in the core and the 131I that might be released during

depressurisation faults. The latter figure forms part of the safety case

for all operating CAGRs.

This paper describes and justifies the models which are used in the

ANAGRAM program to interpret CAGR coolant activities, highlighting any

remaining uncertainties. The various methods by which the program can

extract relevant information from the measurements are outlined, and

examples are given of the analysis of coolant data. These analyses point

to a generally well understood picture of fission gas release from low

temperature failures. Areas of higher temperature release are identified

where further research would be beneficial to coolant activity analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The operation of a nuclear reactor carries with it a risk that

radioactive material, notably iodine, will be released to the environment

should the plant suffer a depressurisation fault. For CAGRs, as part of

the safety case that is required for each station, it must be shown that in

such an event the potential release of iodine from pre-existing failures

will be below prescribed limits.

Clearly, one way of staying within these limits is to detect the

presence of failures as soon as they occur, locate the offending stringer,

and discharge it using the CAGR on-load refuelling capability. The dual

function of detection and location was originally intended to be performed

by the Burst Can Detection (BCD) system. This relies on a combination of

electrostatic precipitation of solid daughter products and p counting to

detect coolant borne fission products from failed pins. In recent years

the detection capability has been greatly enhanced by the introduction of

high resolution Y~sPectronietry systems to monitor the coolant activity

directly. Although these have proved to be much more sensitive than the

BCD system for detecting the presence of failed fuel, they are not nearly

so adept at locating these failures.

Nevertheless, the wealth of data furnished by Y~ sP e c t r o m e t ry provides

the key to an alternative approach to the problem. This is to use the

coolant data to determine the actual iodine interspace inventory in failed

pins. Where it can be demonstrated that this is below the prescribed

limits, the requirement for early discharge can be obviated. In practice,

iodine is not measured directly by on-line y-spectrometry of CAGR coolants

but measurements of rare gas levels can be used to infer maximum iodine

interspace inventories. This involves modelling the release of rare gases

from failed pins.

For CAGR pins, the currently available models of release from the

fuel and from the can are incorporated into a program, ANAGRAM, which can

perform the analysis of rare gas coolant inventories. This paper describes

these models and presents results obtained using the ANAGRAM program during

the time when a number of low temperature failures (due to defects in end

caps) were known to be present in the initial fuel charge at Hinkley Point

2. THE RELEASE OF FISSION GASES FROM U0 2 FUEL

It is important to realise that any models of fission product release

which are employed must apply to the fuel in failed pins. The mechanisms

of this release differ markedly from those prevailing in intact pins.

Caution must be exercised when extrapolating measurements made in intact

pins or intact pin environments (e.g. capsules or pins swept with helium

gas).

2.1 Low Temperature Release

It is an experimental fact that at temperatures below about 900°C the

release of fission gases is substantially independent of temperature.
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This release consists of two components: direct recoil and an irradiation

induced process.

a) Direct Recoil

Although the process of recoil is well known it is only recently

that quantitative recoil calculations have been performed in CAGR pin

geometries and its importance in failed GAGR pins has been recognised

(Wise, 1985). The significance of recoil release in this case is due to

the high stopping power of the C0 2 coolant, at a pressure of 40 bars,

which fills the centre bore. Briefly the release rate due to recoil, R ,

is characterised approximately by:

R « rating, r

R independent of decay constant, X

R independent of temperature, T

(1)

In principle, R is also independent of time, t, following any change of

rating, reaching equilibrium immediately. In practice, as the primary

fission fragments are precursors rather than the rare gases themselves the

release of the latter shows some time dependence, reaching equilibrium on

the timescale of a precursor half life. The magnitude of the recoil

release component in failed CAGR pins depends on the geometric surface

area of the centre bore and can be calculated to be

(1.6 x 10" ** Xe isotopes

B" ) ^ '
(2.2 x 10" 4 Kr isotopes

The difference between Kr and Xe is due to the longer range of Kr precursor

fragments in U02«

b) Irradiation Induced Release

The irradiation induced release has often been ascribed to a process

of knock out (Carroll et al, 1969, Greatley and Hargreaves, 1979). More

recently, experiments have been performed which have defined it as one of

athermal diffusion (Turnbull et al, 1982). In fact for many irradiation

induced transport processes these can be regarded as two aspects of the

same problem (Wise, 1983) but for CAGR fuel the athermal diffusion regime

appears to be the important one. The distinguishing feature of this

process is that the diffusion coefficient, D, is independent of temperature

but proportional to rating (or, more precisely, to fission rate). The

characterisation of the diffusional release rate, R , are therefore:
d

R, « r3/2

d

R
,-1/2

d

R independent of temperature

(3)
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The time dependence of the release is given by the solution of a time

dependent diffusion equation. In general these kinetics depend on a

particular power history in a complicated way which is not easily

expressible analytically. However, analytical solutions for certain

situations have been summarised by Beatham (1980) and the diffusion

kinetics may be represented by the release following a step change in

power from an initial shutdown i.e.

R. ~ erf A t (4)
a

Both the time dependence and k dependence of the release are approximate in

that they are strongly influenced by precursor diffusion.

The most difficult problem with this release mechanism concerns its

absolute magnitude in CAGR fuel which depends on the true surface area of

the fuel. From post irradiation measurements of stable gas releases into

CAGR pins, Speight et al (1982) have inferred a release to birth ratio of

~5xlO~5 for 133Xe at ]_3 w/gU, corresponding to a surface to volume ratio of

~20 cm"1 using the athermal diffusion coefficient of Turnbull et al (1982).

This appears to conflict with cumulative evidence from various swept pin

experiments (reviewed by Turnbull, 1984) which yield surface to volume

ratios of 80 .2 cm"^ when analysed using the same diffusion coefficient.

The mean value corresponds to an R/B of HL.SxlO"1* for 133Xe from CAGR fuel

at 13 W/gU. These apparent discrepancies have led to much debate on the

whole connection between stable and unstable releases at low temperature.

At present, therefore, the latter figures are used in ANAGRAM to

characterise the athermal diffusion release at 13 W/gU.

Clearly, even with this assumption, the variation of release with

decay constant (equation 3) means that for most short-lived rare gas

isotopes athermal diffusion is negligible compared with recoil release.

Only for Xe, Xe and Kr should athermal diffusion form a

significant component of the total release into failed CAGR pins. However,

these isotopes, particularly ^33Xe, are very important for the

interpretation of coolant activities, being released very readily from

failed pins. Furthermore, there is a problem of the extent to which

athermal diffusion coefficients are enhanced by fuel oxidation caused by

coolant ingress. The paucity of experimental information which currently

exists suggests that such oxidation has little or no effect on athermal

coefficients (Wise, 1985) and this is assumed here. However, this

important question is far from settled and further experiments to elucidate

the effects of fuel oxidation would be valuable.

2.2 Higher Temperature Release

The bulk (probably in excess of 75%) of the fuel in intact CAGR pins

normally operates at temperatures below 900°C. Of the remainder, it is

rare, even in peak rated positions, for centre temperatures to exceed

1100°C-1150°C. Between 900°C and 1150°C the diffusion coefficients of
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rare gases in UO 2 are relatively strong functions of temperature,

increasing by about an order of magnitude over this interval (Turnbull

et al, 1982). Nevertheless, as release rates depend upon vt), and as at

least half of the fuel in any given pin is at athermal tempertures, one

would not normally expect the diffusional release in any pin to differ from

the athermal figure by more than a factor of ~1.5. A much larger increase

might be expected following the development of interlinked porosity at the

centre of the fuel, but at 1100-1150cC the irradiation threshold for the

formation of interlinkage is 20-30 GWd/Te (Hargreaves and Collins, 1978),

so that this feature should be a rarity in CAGR.

Unfortunately, in failed pins several factors complicate this simple

picture. First, it has been observed that failed fuel can be more severely

cracked than intact fuel, increasing its surface area. Secondly, coolant

ingress tends to raise fuel temperatures and in this way, and more directly

by fuel oxidation, should increase rare gas diffusion coefficients and rare

gas release. Finally, porosity has been observed to develop much more

quickly in failed fuel than in similar intact pins, and the irradiation

threshold for the interlinkage of this porosity appears to be lower. These

differences can be sufficient to identify the presence of high temperature

failures in the core. However, their behaviour is still an area where

research would be beneficial and this paper will concentrate on low

temperature applications.

3. THE RELEASE OF FISSION GASES FROM FAILED PIN INTERSPACES

A glance at Fig. 1, which shows a 133Xe coolant activity history

while low temperature end cap failures were resident in the core, will

reveal two distinct modes of fission gas release from failed pin

interspaces in CAGRs. During periods of constant power a continuous

leakage occurs which caused a slow rise to equilibrium, over a period of

more than 30 days. This rise was punctuated by much more dramatic releases

which coincided with power raising operations. Both of these phases must

be modelled.

3.1 Power Raising Transients

During power raising, fuel temperatures rise by much more than the

surrounding coolant. Fission product release occurs as gas is expelled

from the pin interspaces to attain pressure equilibrium with the

surrounding coolant. The process can easily be modelled using the gas laws

provided pressure equilibrium is maintained. In this case the fraction

of CO2 ejected from the pin during the startup is simply given by

P T

r
o s
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where P ,T and P ,T are the pressure and temperature (in K) before and
oo s s

after the startup respectively. As long as the pin is well mixed this

expression also gives the fraction of the fission gas inventory ejected

from the interspace.

For very small holes it is possible that a time constant (known as

the 'pneumatic time constant') is associated with pressure equilibriation.

However, in no case to date has such a parameter proved to be essential in

modelling coolant activities. The end cap failures appeared to have

average pneumatic time constants of about 20 minutes which is not

significant when compared with the titnescale of a typical start-up or with

the half life of 133Xe. Nevertheless, the effect might be important in

smaller failures and a rudimentary model is included in ANAGRAM.

3.2 Continuous Releases

A common approach to the problem of modelling the continuous leakage

is to assume that a constant fraction of the interspace inventory is

released per unit time. The release rate of a given isotope from the pin

interspaces, R , is then given by
P

R = f N (6)
P P P

where N is the number of atoms of that isotope in the interspace and f is

the constant fractional release rate. This fractional release rate is

assumed to be independent of decay constant and, at a given power level, of

time. Mathematically, equation 6 with its associated conditions are very

convenient; they make the equations of fission product release much easier

to set up and solve. However, it is necessary to ask whether this is a

reasonable physical model of the release of fission gases from failed

pins.

Various physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain this

release and it is likely that, given the right conditions, a constant

fractional release approximation could be constructed from any. However,

one process which is always present is diffusion and it transpires that its

mere existence is sufficient to provide a partial justification that this

approximation should always be adequate to derive inventories at risk in

CAGRs (Wise, unpublished work). The essence of the argument is as follows:

Suppose a pin has a hole in the clad which is sufficiently short

there is no appreciable delay time in the hole itself. The release rate of

a rare gas from the pin will then consist of an unbiassed sample of its

concentration adjacent to the hole. Provided the pin interspace is well

mixed, so that the concentration adjacent to the defect is representative

of the interspace as a whole, the equation 6 must be true. If the presence

of the defect causes concentration gradients to be set up in the pin then

equation 6 is unlikely to be obeyed. In general, then, a constant

fractional release rate model can only be invoked for holes which are

insufficiently large to set up such gradients. This condition will be
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obeyed if the rate of transport to the hole is much faster than the rate of

transport through it.

In order to evaluate these rates it is necessary to invoke a

particular transport process. Assuming diffusion, the rate of transport to

the hole will be ~D/ i2, where D is the diffusion coefficient of rare gases

in CO, and I is the length of the fuel stack which must be traversed in

order to reach the hole. For CAGR pins, D/ £ 2 will usually be in the range

3x10"6s~1 to 10 s . A constant fractional release rate model should

therefore be a reasonable approximation to diffusional release provided

that only values of f which are less than ~10~5s~* are employed.

At first sight this condition appears rather restrictive, raising the

question of how to treat failures which are 'larger' in some sense. In

fact, by a fortunate coincidence this limiting fractional release rate is

much larger than the decay constant of Xe 1 3 3, which itself has a half life

close that of of 1 3*I. A hole of this size would cause most 133Xe which

was released from the fuel to leak to the coolant and give very little

retention by the pin. Larger holes would imply even less retention, and as

practically all of the 133Xe released from the fuel would then appear in

the coolant there is no need to model such failures at all; the coolant

inventory alone is a reliable guide to the iodine at risk. It is only

necessary to do enough to be satisfied that the failure is indeed 'large' .

The result is that the constant fractional release rate model is the

only description of continuous releases that should be required for CAGR

pin failures and forms a central part of the ANAGRAM program.

Nevertheless, it must be regarded as a hypothesis until experimental

confirmation is forthcoming.

4. ANALYSIS OF COOLANT INVENTORIES

Having obtained models of fission gas release from the fuel and from

pin interspaces it only remains to combine these to analyse measured

coolant activities in terms of the '•^'•J. at risk. There are several ways of

doing this. Fundamentally, the aim of each method is to obtain a value for

the fractional release rate. Once this is known, the total rare gas

release from the fuel can be found from the measured coolant inventories

and the 131I at risk can be inferred. The three most commonly used

analysis methods can be termed transient analysis, equilibrium analysis and

kinetic analysis.

4.1 Transient Analysis

Consider the idealised shutdown/startup sequence and the associated

rare gas activity shown in Fig. 2. During the startup phase the fraction

of gas ejected can be calculated from equation 5. As the actual activity

ejected is known, rising from A^ at the beginning of the startup for A2 at

the end. The pin interspace inventory follows. Correcting for decay to

the time of shutdown, but ignoring other effects such as continued leakage
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from the pin during shutdown, this interspace inventory is given

approximately by

(A e S - A )e °

AP " *

where t is the duration of the shutdown and t is the duration of the
o s

subsequent startup.

If, prior to the shutdown, the rare gas had reached equilibrium at a

coolant activity of A then the total inventory supported by the fuel

(A +A ) fixes its release to birth rate ratio. The equilibrium release to
P 13 1

birth rate ratio of i3il can then be determined from the way in which the

release from the U0 2 varies with decay constant. This in turn defines the

maximum 13il which can be held in failed pins.

The fractional release from the interspace is given by
XA

f = T-2- (8)
p A

where again, this strictly applies only when equilibrium has been reached

prior to shutdown.

Although the analysis outlined here has applied to a complete

shutdown/startup sequence, similar methods can be used for channel

transients (caused for example by 'gag waggling') and for power cycling

during on-load refuelling.

4.2 Equilibrium Analysis

When a number of rare gas isotopes have reached equilibrium in the

coolant it is possible to obtain a value for the fractional release rate

by comparing their activity levels. The very existence of a hole in the

can always leads to the escape of relatively more long lived than shorter

lived fission gases, and the relative hold-up of each isotope determines

the exact fractional release rate. This is embodied in the simple

equation, which follows directly from equation 6,

(9)

where (R/B) is the release to birth rate ratio from the failed pin and

(R/B) is the release to birth rate ratio from the fuel.

One way of utilising this relationship, if the release rate fi/om

the fuel is known as a function of X, is to re-write it as

A /Y

rk
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where A is the coolant activity supported by the failures (i.e. corrected
c

for pin contamination and coolant leakage) of the isotope with decay

constant X and yield Y. When plotted logarithmically against X the

expression on the left hand side of this relation should therefore show two

straight line segments (one horizontal, one with gradient -1) which

intersect at a value of X equal to the required value of f (Fig. 3). Note
p

that it is not necessary to know the absolute magnitude of the release from

the fuel, which is largely controlled by the number of failures, in order

to construct this plot.

Once the fractional release rate has been found the pin interspace

inventory of any rare gas isotope follows from equation 8, and the total

inventory supported by the fuel in the coolant and interspaces is simply

At = (1 + X ^ Ac

Knowing this total activity for any isotope fixes both the absolute

magnitude of (R/B) and the total 1 3 4 inventory free of the fuel.

This particular method, which is in routine use on PWR stations

(Stora and Chenebault, 1981), is not the only way of performing the

analysis. It is possible to take the activity ratio of a pair of rare

gases and evaluate f directly from equation 9, though this is often

unreliable due to errors in the data. Also, if (R/B)f has a unique power

dependence with X it is not necessary to perform the normalisation with

(R/B) (equation 10). Plotting A/Y directly should then yield two straight

line segments which differ in slope by unity, the shallower having slope

(R/BK (for X « f ) and the steeper having slope (R/B) IX (for X » f ).
f p f p

4.3 Kinetic Analysis

It is usually the case that a large number of measurements are wasted

by the two previous methods because equilibrium has not been reached for

all isotopes or because no significant start-up transient has occurred.

However, the kinetics of the rise to equilibrium of a particular rare gas

isotope can contain valuable information on the failure size. If the

fractional release rate is large this rise will be relatively rapid; if it

is small, the rise will be slow. Using the constant fractional release

rate model these kinetics are determined by the solution of coupled first

order differential equations of the form

dN
Rf(t) - (fp+X)Np (12)

in the interspace, and

dN

' f p N
P " <IT ' fpN
P

in the coolant. Here, N and N are the total numbers of a particular
P c
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rare gas isotope in the pin and coolant respectively, R is the release

rate from the fuel and f is the fractional release rate from the coolant.
c

More terms, incorporating, for example, burnout and pin contamination are

necessary in a general treatment.

Given R (t) the solution of these equations can be found. For the

case of diffusional release from the fuel following a step function startup

from zero power, R (t) is given by equation 4, appropriately normalised.

The rise to equilibrium in the coolant then has the following form
A (t) 2k / -Xt 2k

£ 2 \§/T VA
CO

(14)

where k = f +\, k = f +X, A is the equilibrium coolant activity and
p p c c co

F(x) is Dawsons integral with argument x (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970).

This expression is plotted in Fig. 4 for *33Xe using a coolant leak rate of

3% per day. By fitting a measured rise to these curves the fractional

release rate can be determined. The interspace inventory of the rare gas

is then given by equation 8, the total inventory supported by the fuel by

equation 11 and the *31I inventory at risk follows. Clearly the shape of

the rise to equilibrium and hence the determination of f , does not depend

on the number of failures or the absolute magnitude of the UO 2 release

rate, only on its general behaviour as a function of time.

4.4 The Number of Failures and Their Disposition

Although these analyses have concentrated on finding the most

important safety case parameter, the 131I inventory at risk, in doing so

the total inventories of unstable gases supported by the fuel have been

determined. Using the release from the fuel in a single failure the number

of failures can therefore be calculated- This step presupposes that where

multiple failures exist they all experience similar conditions or that an

'average' release from the fuel can be defined. As noted in Section 2.2,

this should generally be valid for intact pins, but where failures are

concerned some caution must be exercised.

Even for a single failure the axial position determines both the fuel

temperature and the general characteristics of the source term and,

strictly, must be known if the greatest accuracy is required. However,

even where it is not known, it is always possible to perform analyses for

several positions and take the most pessimistic result. Often, the

calculated 131-j- a t r^s^ does not vary excessively during such an exercise.

For example, using the transient analysis values of t) normally range from

about 0.32 for the coolest elements to 0.57 for the hottest, giving a

maximum overprediction of ~75% by taking the most pessimistic result and an

error of ±13% by taking the mean. The latter is on a par with the data

uncertainties, which must be compounded by those due to approximations in

the modelling.
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4.5 Whole History Modelling - ANAGRAM

Each one of the foregoing techniques is able to give values for the

important parameters of failed pins including their 131I inventory.

Clearly, however, if more than one of them are applied independently and

yield consistent answers then confidence in the results is increased. In a

real reactor the application of each method is rarely as simple as

described due to precursor effects, source term complications and other

details. Furthermore, the distinction between each method is seldom clear

cut, as Fig. 1 illustrates, particularly for complicated power histories.

Nevertheless, the modelling of coolant activities over such histories

involves no new principles, merely an increase in complexity, and is

accomplished at BNL using a computer program, ANAGRAM. The program treats

the number of failures, n, and the fractional leak rate, f , as parameters
P

and adjusts them until a best fit of a calculated coolant activity to

supplied data is obtained. Such data could be a long history, equilibrium

activities for various isotopes, a particular start-up transient or a

response to other reactor conditions depending on what is available.

5. APPLICATION TO END-CAP FAILURES

Between 1978 and 1983 both operating reactors at Hinkley Point B were

known to contain numbers of failures in their initial charge fuel. Post

irradiation examination had revealed that these were predominantly element

8 pins whose top end caps had become domed and penetrated. The data of

Figs. 1, 5 and 6 were measured when this problem was at its height.

A least squares fit generated by ANAGRAM to the 133Xe history data

between October 1980 and January 1981 is compared with the measured data in

Fig. 1. This fit, to a fairly involved history, corresponded to 189

failures with f = 7.3x10"7s~* and gave a total 131I inventory supported by

the fuel of 12.4 Ci. Six months later, the fit to a history which was

dominated by the rise of I3 Xe to equilibrium (Fig. 5) produced

corresponding parameters of n = 182, f = 9.3xl0~7s~1 and an 131I inventory
p

of 14.3 Ci. The best fit generated by ANAGRAM to the equilibrium data for
various rare gases at the end of this period is shown in Fig. 6. The

results differed slightly from the previous ones, with n = 130,

f = 1.5xl0~6s~1 and a 131I inventory free of the fuel of 9.8 Ci. Bearing

in mind the data and modelling uncertainties these estimates agree quite

well.

The maximum fractional release rate expected from an end-cap failure

is set by the gap around the sintox pellet at the top of the fuel stack.

From diffusion theory this rate can be calculated to be ~10~ s (Wise,

unpublished work). This is in good agreement with the analyses and points

to a broadly consistent and well understood picture of fission gas release

from low temperature failed pins.

Despite the number of defective element 8 pins revealed by this

analysis the quantity of 131j substained by the defective fuel (~10 Ci) did

not represent an unacceptable hazard in the event of a depressurisation

accident.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Various models of fission gas release front the fuel and from the

interspaces of failed CAGR pins are available. These are combined in a

CEGB Program, ANAGRAM, which uses them to interpret measured rare gas

coolant activities to derive an operationally important quantity, the 131I

inventory at risk in the event of a depressurisation accident. This

program has been shown to give consistent results in the case of end-cap

failures in CAGR.
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FIG. 1. POWER HISTORY AND MEASURED 133Xe COOLANT ACTIVITY IN
HINKLEY POINT B FU BETWEEN OCTOBER 1980 AND
DECEMBER 1980.
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F1G.3. DETERMINATION OF THE FRACTIONAL RELEASE RATE FROM A PLOT
OF NORMALISED COOLANT ACTIVITY AGAINST DECAY CONSTANT.
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FIG.A. BUILD UP OF 133Xe IN THE REACTOR COOLANT F O L L O W I N G ^
STEP FUNCTION START UP FOR VARIOUS PIN LEAK RATES
ASSUMING DIFFUSIONAL R E L E A S E FROM THE FUEL.
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FIG.5. ANAGRAM FIT TO MEASURED '33Xe COOLANT ACTIVITY IN

HINKLEY POINT B R£ BETWEEN MAY AND JULY 1981.
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